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Historical Cartography of Europe, Physical Geography and Images Euratlas is a website dedicated mainly to the
historical geography of Europe but it offers also a world atlas and a wide collection of pictures in order to give a
comprehensive view of history and geography.

Here, on the left, are 21 mini-maps giving access to 21 full maps and to 84 quarters of maps with more
detailed views of the states, provinces and main cities. Moreover, each map offers a historical gazetteer. Thus
you can highlight in red each sovereign state and in green each dependent entity. See the Map Legend for
more details. Navigation through the atlas is easy: French and German versions of this historical atlas are also
provided and you can view them by clicking on the small flags at the top of the pages. You may use the
Euratlas images and maps, as they are available on the websites euratlas. No commercial use is allowed. We
did not try to show the crucial historical moments but to outline the evolution of the European cultural area.
Thus we have drawn with a regular frequency the countries of Europe over the centuries. History by Periods
History is a continuous string of events among which prominent facts sometimes emerge: We can evaluate the
influence of these important movements in the course of time, by comparing them to the normal periods, to the
"control years" in some way. The Periodis historical Atlas, describes the political status of the European
continent at fixed intervals. It therefore represents a list of reference points and permits an appreciation of the
real range of important items on the continuation of political changes. Stress is put on the precise drawing of
territories at one exact instant defined by an arbitrary periodicity, that is the first day of each centennial year.
The notions taken into account are legal, literary or linguistic. We noted in English the names of the states as
they are known, and we distinguished the sovereign states, the semi-independent entities, the 1st - when
existent - and 2nd level administrative divisions. When information was insufficient, usual names of groups or
federations of populations only are indicated. The place-names are usually mentioned in local language but,
sometimes, alternative forms are used too, in order to allow easier research. Names Names of entities
mentioned in the Periodis Historical Atlas are those officially used at the considered time. When the latter are
not known or when sources are contradictory, we have applied the names mentionned by sources close to the
depicted region and to the century of the map. For nomad populations, we have used the names by which
those peoples were commonly described in the 20th century.
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An Historical Geography is organized around snapshot "pictures" of Europe in seven ages, from "the time of Athenian
greatness in the fifth century B.C. through the first decade of the present century.".

Historical geography Mike Heffernan Historical geography is a sub-discipline of human geography concerned
with the geographies of the past and with the influence of the past in shaping the geographies of the present
and the future. Historical research on regional landscape change received a powerful stimulus after the First
World War when the re-organisation of national boundaries in Europe and the Middle East re-focused
attention on regional landscapes as products of long-term economic, social and political evolution that could
be objectively analysed by the scientific interrogation of historical and archaeological evidence. Continental
European research on regional â€” and especially rural â€” landscape change continued without embracing a
new disciplinary terminology. In inter-war France, the so-called Annales School produced a mass of
interdisciplinary research that might reasonably be described as gographie historique but is more usually
regarded as a distinctively French style of history. Likewise in Germany, historical research on rural
settlement change was generally seen as continuing an existing tradition of research on the cultural landscape
rather than blazing a new trail in Historische Geografie. The situation was different in the UK. Here, the term
historical geography was deployed more frequently under the charismatic influence of H. Hoskins and
Maurice Beresford. It was distinguished, however, by a particular methodology whereby historical data
sources were carefully analysed to construct visually impressive thematic cartography. Sauer wrote
enthusiastically about historical geography but his own work is more commonly described as cultural
geography in accordance with his interest in anthropological and archaeological evidence as emphasised by
the German tradition of landschaft research. Several different kinds of historical inquiry emerged within
geography as a consequence of this period of uncertainty. The first was advocated by historical geographers
who were themselves impatient with traditional source-bound empiricism and who therefore welcomed a
statistical methodology that allowed a wide range of historical evidence to be incorporated into more complex
models of geographical change. Wrigley has been a dominant influence. Some of the original advocates of a
quantitative approach also shifted their position and ultimately rejected the positivist philosophical
assumptions underlying spatial science. From their perspective, statistical explanation lacked the capacity for
moral or political critique and failed to acknowledge human agency, intentionality and emotion. For some, this
demanded a more direct engagement with historical materialism and a sustained analysis of the deeper
economic, social and political forces determining geographical change, an approach strongly influenced by
developments in social and economic history during the s and s. This sought to reconnect geography with a
wider range of disciplines in the arts and humanities, based in part on the theory and practice of hermeneutics.
While sympathetic to historical forms of geographical inquiry, the leading advocates of a broadly humanistic
geography refused to privilege the past as an arena of investigation and have therefore tended to define their
work as new cultural geography allied to the visual arts and cultural studies rather than history. The cultural
landscape has been the central preoccupation of this form of historical inquiry and there is now a rich
geographical literature on this topic, including several theoretically ambitious attempts to uncover the origins
and development of landscape as social and political construction and as a way of envisioning and
representing space. First, the study of imperialism and colonialism has grown steadily more important. This
has shifted the focus of historical research in geography from the developed to the developing world. It has
also revealed how landscapes, identities and social values in the imperial core regions and in the colonised
territories of Africa and Asia were fashioned by a process of imperial interaction involving the circulation of
people, practices and ideas on a global scale. This is scarcely an unheralded development 22 for the
relationship between historical geography and environmental history has traditionally been extremely close,
particularly in the USA. Through the Gates of Space and Time London, , pp. Darby, The Relations of History
and Geography: Darby, Domesday England Cambridge, Darby, The Draining of the Fens Cambridge, Donald
Meinig, The Shaping of America: Baker, Geography and History: Bridging the Divide Cambridge, , pp.
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Dodgshon, Society in Time and Space: A Population History of England, â€” Wrigley and Roger Schofield
London, Technologies, Methodologies and Scholarship Cambridge, Capital of Modernity London, Felix
Driver, Power and Pauperism: Power, Culture and Economy Oxford, David Matless, Landscape and
Englishness London, Modern Historical Geographies, ed. Withers and Miles Ogborn Manchester, Dan
Clayton, Islands of Truth: Landscape, Display and Identity, ed. Chicago and the Great West New York, Don
Mitchell, The Lie of the Land: Richard Grove, Green Imperialism: Essays in a Contested Enterprise Oxford,
Geography and Imperialism, â€”, ed. Withers, Geography, Science and National Identity: Scotland since
Cambridge, Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays on the History of Cartography Baltimore,
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A Historical Geography of Europe represents the first multi-authored comprehensive study of European historical
geography. It is written by a team of distinguished European historical geographers, economic historians, and
archaeologists, and provides readers with an overview and analysis of the main problems in the subject.

World Facts Europe History As for Europe, a brief chronological account of its significant events begins
during prehistoric times with the emergence of Homo sapiens early man , roughly 40, years ago. Early
inhabitants during the Paleolithic Age, in an effort to survive, grouped together into small societies such as
bands, and subsisted by gathering plants and hunting for wild animals. The practice of cultivating the soil,
producing crops and raising livestock began in the Neolithic Age some 9, years ago; stone tools were used and
people began to live in small groups, or villages. As man continued to journey east-to-west across Eurasia a
combination of Asia and Europe , knowledge of tools and new methods of organization arrived; civilizations
flourished as metal axes and arrowheads improved survival. Classical Greek culture had a powerful influence
on the Roman Empire, which carried a version of it to many parts of the Mediterranean region and Northern
Europe. In short, the Greek culture provided the foundation of modern Western culture. Of the great
civilizations to develop in Europe, the previously mentioned Roman Empire certainly had the most lasting
influence. During its often tumultuous year period of innovation, it changed the continent and had a profound
and lasting influence on the development of modern architecture, language, law and religion. In Western
Europe, a wide series of tribes and tribal alliances moved into positions of power in the remnants of the former
Roman Empire; small kingdoms were established, and the geography of Western Europe was about to change.
The Kingdom of the Franks was a southeastern European territory inhabited and ruled by the Franks. They
would evolve into the Kingdom of France, and parts of it would morph into the Holy Roman Empire, a
forerunner to the Germany we know today. Anglo-Saxons soon crossed what is now the English Channel to
southern Britain and established a series of kingdoms in what would eventually develop into the Kingdom of
England by AD ; years later the Kingdoms of Poland and Hungary would also take shape. With little interest
in land acquisition, the Scandinavian Norse Vikings aggressively explored Europe for trade and riches. The
Normans a Viking people gave their name to Normandy, a region in northern France. Initially emerging in the
first half of the 10th century, they had a significant impact on many parts of Europe, from the Norman
conquest of England to southern Italy and Sicily. By the end of the 15th century, great powers emerged in
Europe, with England, France, The Netherlands, Portugal and Spain playing predominant roles in global
affairs from the 15th century onward, especially after the beginning of colonialism. The European colonial
period, the s to the mids, was the era when the European powers mentioned above established colonies in
Asia, Africa, and the Americas. Between the 16th and 20th centuries, European nations, at various times,
controlled the Americas north and south , most of Africa, Oceania and large portions of Asia. As people
craved freedom across the globe, the European colonial era began to fall apart. Specifically the British Empire,
the first genuinely global empire, began to lose its powers in Africa, India and much of the Middle East, and
they soon crumbled away. The enormous costs of both wars greatly contributed to a decline in Western
European dominance in world affairs, and some Eastern European countries have not yet fully recovered.
After the Berlin Wall came down on November 9, , and after the fall of the Soviet Union in , Europe certainly
changed for the better. As for its people, they are an innovative, optimistic and resilient group who changed
our world for the better more than once, and surely they will do it again. Europe Geography Facts For
additional geography details please use the yellow navigation bar at the top of this page. Note that some stats
shown below are found in European Russia, even though that landmass is geographically considered a part of
Russia, an Asian country. It is not a separate country, but rather called that because of its longterm political,
cultural and geographical blending with the bordering European countries. For reference purposes it is shown
above, however, the entire country as a whole is still considered part of the continent of Asia. European Russia
comprising roughly 3,, sq. Its Eastern border is defined by the Ural Mountains and in the South it is defined by
the border with Kazakhstan.
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For over a century the historical geography of Europe has been a focus of attention for historians and geographers
seeking to understand the broad and detailed configurations through time of the complex interactions between humans
and their environments.

Exploration of Asia During the Early Middle Ages , geographical knowledge in Europe regressed though it is
a popular misconception that they thought the world was flat , and the simple T and O map became the
standard depiction of the world. The trips of Venetian explorer Marco Polo throughout Mongol Empire in the
13th century, the Christian Crusades of the 12th and 13th centuries, and the Portuguese and Spanish voyages
of exploration during the 15th and 16th centuries opened up new horizons and stimulated geographic writings.
The Mongols also had wide-ranging knowledge of the geography of Europe and Asia, based in their
governance and ruling of much of this area and used this information for the undertaking of large military
expeditions. The evidence for this is found in historical resources such as The Secret History of Mongols and
other Persian chronicles written in 13th and 14th centuries. For example, during the rule of the Great Yuan
Dynasty a world map was created and is currently kept in South Korea. Maps of the Yuan Dynasty During the
15th century, Henry the Navigator of Portugal supported explorations of the African coast and became a leader
in the promotion of geographic studies. Among the most notable accounts of voyages and discoveries
published during the 16th century were those by Giambattista Ramusio in Venice, by Richard Hakluyt in
England, and by Theodore de Bry in what is now Belgium. Early modern period[ edit ] Tabula Hungariae ,
Ingolstadt , - the earliest surviving printed map of the Kingdom of Hungary. Following the journeys of Marco
Polo , interest in geography spread throughout Europe. This framework was used by academics for centuries
to come, the positives being the lead-up to the geographical enlightenment, however, women and indigenous
writings were largely excluded from the discourse. The European global conquests started in the early 15th
century with the first Portuguese expeditions to Africa and India, as well as the conquest of America by Spain
in and continued with a series of European naval expeditions across the Atlantic and later the Pacific and
Russian expeditions to Siberia until the 18th century. European overseas expansion led to the rise of colonial
empires , with the contact between the "Old" and "New World"s producing the Columbian Exchange: These
colonialist endeavours in 16th and 17th centuries revived a desire for both "accurate" geographic detail, and
more solid theoretical foundations. Before this, the Native Americans referred to their land depending on their
location, with one of the more commonly used terms being "Abya Yala", meaning "land of vital blood". These
indigenous geographical discourses were largely ignored or appropriated by the European colonialists to make
way for European thought. This has been debated widely as being dismissive of the extensive Native
American history that predated the 16th-century invasion, in the sense that the implication of a "birth
certificate" implies a blank history prior. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. November Learn how and when to remove this
template message Geography as a science experiences excitement and exerts influence during the Scientific
Revolution and Religion Reformation. In the Victorian period, the oversea exploration gave it institutional
identity and geography was "the science of imperialism par excellence. Authority was questioned, and utility
gained its importance. In the era of Enlightenment, geography generated knowledge and made it intellectually
and practically possible as a university discipline. The natural theology required geography to investigate the
world as a grand machine from the Divine. Scientific voyages and travels constructed geopolitical power from
geographical knowledge, partly sponsored by Royal Society. John Pinkerton appraised the eighteenth century
had "the gigantic progress of every science, and in particular of geographical information" and "alteration has
taken place in states and boundaries. One such example is the interaction between humans and nature, with
Marxist thought critiquing nature as a commodity within Capitalism, European thought seeing nature as either
a romanticised or objective concept differing to human society, and Native American discourse, which saw
nature and humans as within one category. The implied hierarchy of knowledge that perpetuated throughout
these institutions has only been recently challenged, with the Royal Geographical Society enabling women to
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join as members in the 20th century. After English Civil War , Samuel Hartlib and his Baconian community
promoted scientific application, which showed the popularity of utility. For William Petty , the administrators
should be "skilled in the best rules of judicial astrology" to "calculate the events of diseases and prognosticate
the weather. William Cuningham illustrated the utilitarian function of cosmography by the military implement
of maps. John Dee used mathematics to study locationâ€”his primary interest in geography and encouraged
exploiting resource with findings collected during voyages. Religion Reformation stimulated geographical
exploration and investigation. Philipp Melanchthon shifted geographical knowledge production from "pages of
scripture" to "experience in the world. Science develops along with empiricism. Empiricism gains its central
place while reflection on it also grew. Practitioners of magic and astrology first embraced and expanded
geographical knowledge. Reformation Theology focused more on the providence than the creation as
previously. Realistic experience, instead of translated from scripture, emerged as a scientific procedure.
Geographical knowledge and method play roles in economic education and administrative application, as part
of the Puritan social program. Foreign travels provided content for geographic research and formed theories,
such as environmentalism. Visual representation, map-making or cartography , showed its practical,
theoretical, and artistic value. The concepts of "Space" and "Place" attract attention in geography. Why things
are there and not elsewhere is an important topic in Geography, together with debates on space and place.
Such insights could date back in 16th and 17th centuries, identified by M. For Descartes, Grassendi and
Newton, place is a portion of "absolution space", which are neural and given. Also, the place is "made by
Men, for their common use, that by it they might be able to design the particular Position of Things". Space, as
an "order of coexistence", "can only be an ideal thing, containing a certain order, wherein the mind conceives
the application of relation". Leibniz moved further for the term "distance" as he discussed it together with
"interval" and "situation", not just a measurable character. Leibniz bridged place and space to quality and
quantity, by saying "Quantity or magnitude is that in things which can be known only through their
simultaneous compresence--or by their simultaneous perception Quality, on the other hand, is what can be
known in things when they are observed singly, without requiring any compresence. During Enlightenment ,
advancements in science mean widening human knowledge and enable further exploiting nature, along with
industrialization and empire expansion in Europe. David Hume , "the real father of positivist philosophy"
according to Leszek Kolakowski , implied the "doctrine of facts", emphasizing the importance of scientific
observations. The "fact" is related with sensationalism that object cannot be isolated from its
"sense-perceptions", an opinion of Berkeley. Galileo , Descartes, later Hobbes and Newton advocated
scientific materialism , viewing the universeâ€”the entire world and even human mindâ€”as a machine. The
mechanist world view is also found in the work of Adam Smith based on historical and statistics methods. In
chemistry, Antoine Lavoisier proposed the "exact science model" and stressed quantitative methods from
experiment and mathematics. Karl Linnaeus classified plants and organisms based on an assumption of fixed
species. Later, the idea of evolution emerged not only for species but also for society and human intellect. In
General Natural History and Theory of the Heavens, Kant laid out his hypothesis of cosmic evolution, and
made him "the great founder of the modern scientific conception of Evolution" according to Hastie. Francis
Bacon and his followers believed progress of science and technology drive betterment of man. This belief was
attached by Jean-Jacques Rousseau who defended human emotions and morals. His discussion on geography
education piloted local regional studies. Leibniz and Kant formed the major challenge to the mechanical
materialism. Leibniz conceptualized the world as a changing whole, rather than "sum of its parts" as a
machine. Nevertheless, he acknowledged experience requires rational interpretationâ€”the power of human
reason. Kant tried to reconcile the division of sense and reason by stressing moral rationalism grounded on
aesthetic experience of nature as "order, harmony, and unity". For knowledge, Kant distinguished phenomena
sensible world and noumena intelligible world , and he asserted "all phenomena are perceived in the relations
of space and time. His Geognosia including the geography of rocks, animals, and plants is "an important
model for modern geography". In his letter, he made observations while his "attention will never lose sight of
the harmony of concurrent forces, the influence of the inanimate world on the animal and vegetable kingdom.
Meanwhile, Humboldt used empirical method to study the indigenous people in the New World, regarded as a
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most important work in human geography. In Relation historique du Voyage, Humboldt called these research
a new science Physique du monde, Theorie de la Terre, or Geographie physique. During to , Humboldt
devoted in Kosmos, which is about the knowledge of nature. There are growing works about the New World
since then. In the Jeffersonian era, "American geography was born of the geography of America", meaning the
knowledge discovery helped form the discipline. Practical knowledge and national pride are main components
of the Teleological tradition. Institutions such as the Royal Geographical Society indicate geography as an
independent discipline. Baconian ideal of universal integration". According to Francis Bacon, "No natural
phenomenon can be adequately studied by itself alone -- but, to be understood, it must be considered as it
stands connected with all nature. By the 18th century, geography had become recognized as a discrete
discipline and became part of a typical university curriculum in Europe especially Paris and Berlin , although
not in the United Kingdom where geography was generally taught as a sub-discipline of other subjects. A
holistic view of geography and nature can be seen in the work by the 19th-century polymath Alexander von
Humboldt. Such was the power of this work that Dr Mary Somerville, of Cambridge University intended to
scrap publication of her own Physical Geography on reading Kosmos. Von Humboldt himself persuaded her
to publish after the publisher sent him a copy. In , Thomas Henry Huxley published his Physiography with the
philosophy of universality presented as an integrated approach in the study of the natural environment. The
philosophy of universality in geography was not a new one but can be seen as evolving from the works of
Alexander von Humboldt and Immanuel Kant. The publication of Huxley physiography presented a new form
of geography that analysed and classified cause and effect at the micro-level and then applied these to the
macro-scale due to the view that the micro was part of the macro and thus an understanding of all the
micro-scales was need to understand the macro level. This approach emphasized the empirical collection of
data over the theoretical. The same approach was also used by Halford John Mackinder in However, the
integration of the Geosphere , Atmosphere and Biosphere under physiography was soon over taken by
Davisian geomorphology. Over the past two centuries the quantity of knowledge and the number of tools has
exploded. There are strong links between geography and the sciences of geology and botany , as well as
economics , sociology and demographics. The Royal Geographical Society was founded in England in ,
although the United Kingdom did not get its first full Chair of geography until The first real geographical
intellect to emerge in United Kingdom geography was Halford John Mackinder , appointed reader at Oxford
University in
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Political Geography Europe's long history and economic progress have been shaped by its political geography. Political
geography is the internal and external relationships between governments, citizens, and territories. Early Europeans, in
fact, shaped global ideas of citizenship and government.

For 45 years Europe had been divided by the Iron Curtain. Though tragic and often tense, the Cold War
nonetheless imposed stability on Europe and allowed the western sector, at least, to prosper as never before.
The end ofâ€¦ These questions have acquired new importance as Europe has come to be more than a
geographic expression. Unity in Europe is an ancient ideal. In a sense it was implicitly prefigured by the
Roman Empire. Later, a number of political theorists proposed plans for European union, and both Napoleon
Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler tried to unite Europe by conquest. It was not until after World War II, however,
that European statesmen began to seek ways of uniting Europe peacefully on a basis of equality instead of
domination by one or more great powers. Their motive was fourfold: Underlying this policy is the conviction
that Europeans have more in common than divides them, especially in the modern world. By comparison with
other continents, western Europe is small and immensely varied, divided by rivers and mountains and cut into
by inlets and creeks. It is also densely populatedâ€”a mosaic of different peoples with a multiplicity of
languages. Very broadly and inadequately, its peoples can be sorted into Nordic, Alpine or Celtic, and
Mediterranean types, and the bulk of their languages classified as either Romance or Germanic. In this sense,
what Europeans chiefly share is their diversity; and it may be this that has made them so energetic and
combative. Although uniquely favoured by fertile soils and temperate climates, they have long proved
themselves warlike. Successive waves of invasion, mainly from the east, were followed by centuries of rivalry
and conflict, both within Europe and overseas. Yet Europeans have also been in the forefront of intellectual ,
social, and economic endeavour. As navigators, explorers, and colonists, for a long time they dominated much
of the rest of the world and left on it the impress of their values, their technology, their politics, and even their
dress. They also exported both nationalism and weaponry. Then, in the 20th century, Europe came close to
destroying itself. World War I cost more than 8 million European lives, World War II more than 18 million in
battle, bombing, and systematic Nazi genocide â€”to say nothing of the 30 million who perished elsewhere.
As well as the dead, the wars left lasting wounds, psychological and physical alike. The burned child fears
fire; and Europe had been badly burned. This article treats the history of European society and culture. For a
discussion of the physical and human geography of the continent , see Europe. For the histories of individual
countries, see specific articles by name. For the lives of prominent European figures, see specific biographies
by nameâ€”e. Related topics are discussed in such articles as those on religion e.
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An Historical Geography of Europe represents the first multi-authored comprehensive study on the subject. It provides
the reader with an analytical and explanatory account of European historical geography from classical times to the
modern period, including the vast changes to landscape,settlements, population, and in political and cultural structures
and character that have taken place since.
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An Historical Geography of Europe and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter your
mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Chapter 8 : The Historical Geography of Europe
This book, like its companion volume, An Historical Geography of Europe BC-AD , seeks to examine the complex of
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natural and man-made features that have influenced the course of history and have been influenced by it.
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